GRIFTERS WHITEPAPER

V 1.0 2022

This whitepaper has been created for
informational purposes only and may be
changed in the future.
None of the information in this whitepaper
is investment advice nor does it constitute
an offer. The digital asset that is the
subject of the whitepaper is not a capital
market instrument, financial instrument or
security.
Digital assets have high volatility.
Therefore, it is recommended that all
people who will purchase Grifters Token
should have knowledge about digital
assets, blockchain and smart contracts.
These individuals should make their own
risk assessments. These assets can be
considered very high-risk assets.
The Grifters community is not liable for
insufficient information given in this
whitepaper, updating this whitepaper or
damages that may arise related to the
content of this whitepaper.
Decisions to purchase token or the
financial results occurring after cannot be
bound to Grifters or its community.
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The world of DeFi is a beautiful mix of
Degens, NFTs, projects with high utility,
projects with no utility, stablecoins and
alts, swaps, as well as DeFi 3.0 innovation,
advocacy, and a growing interest in
politics.
As with any other industry and culture,
there is also a seedy underbelly. There
are those in DeFi whose intentions are
less than honorable, creating a culture
of rugpulls, honeypots, and orchestrated
pump and dumps.
In other cases, the problem statement
is not always as clear. The world of DeFi
is growing exponentially on a daily basis
as a result of a modern day land rush.
Stock traders, gamblers, opportunists,
and fortunate seekers are entering
projects as devs, advisors, and in roles
previously reserved for engineers and web
developers. This has created a series of
projects with notoriously bad launches,
costing early investors large sums of BNB
and ETH, and creating bad mojo for the
devs, the projects, and the communities.
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Grifter Redemption

There are lots of innovative concepts, projects, and missions that
deserve a chance. Building a substantial, motivated community is
no easy feat, and wasting it for the early gains in a rug pull is a lost
opportunity for long-term residual revenue.
The Grifter Redemption program will be used to fund LPs for relaunch of select projects with appropriate community size, tokenomics, and a solid project mission that were rugged by nefarious devs.
Grifters dev team will relaunch contracts and support project teams
and their communities with additional mods, marketing, and project
needs until such time as the project is self-sustaining. Grifters will
adjust project tokenomics and receive 2% in project revenue for the
life of the project.
Grifter Redemption funds will also be used to fund small individual
allotments to project communities that were hit with early struggles
due to poorly planned launches. BSC allotments will max at 1 BNB.
ETH allotments will max at .20 ETH. The project revenue model will
be fit-for-purpose based on project needs and Grifters support.

GriftersNFTs

The genesis GriftersNFT drop will be legendary. NFT white paper will
be released a week before launch. Concept unique project. Art and
Engineering partners. Let’s not spoil the secret!
Look, we are being intentionally covert about the NFT concept. It is
going to be legendary and if we share it before we’re ready to mint
there is a high likelihood that some project will try to do something
similar, and it will wreck the mojo of what we are doing. It really is
that good. Be patient and be rewarded.
Delayed Reveal, Sneak Peak Drops, Floor will be most project’s
Ceiling.
First 1,000 holders for Grifters token will be whitelisted for NFT mint.
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Wenmint NFT
Launchpad

Grifters will partner with Wenmint NFT Launchpad to
plan, design, and mint GriftersNFTs.

A GENERATIVE NFT LAUNCHPAD
WenMint LLC is an engineering-focused NFT launchpad on a mission to
create technology infrastructure for the NFT space. WenMint launched in
2021 with the goal of automating the process of launching a generative
NFT collection and since then have built many other tools based on the
needs of founders who launched collections through WenMint launchpad.

A PLATFORM THAT EMPOWERS ARTISTS
& COMMUNITY BUILDERS
The only thing standing between some of the world’s most amazing artists and
NFT entrepreneurship is engineering. WenMint worked hard to create a platform
that allows artists and community builders to focus on what they do best.

A REVEAL
Instant or delayed reveal? WenMint will keep metadata safe from
prying eyes and automate the process of revealing your collection.
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Influencers

Traditional

Grifters will work with two top influencers as
Ambassadors, and three mid-tier influencers
to conduct AMAs prior to launch. Influencer
marketing will be the cornerstone of Grifters’
early marketing strategy.

Grifters Launch is following the traditional token
launch strategy. Grifters is using social media,
Telegram, Discord, and targeted influencers for
dissemination of project information.
It is important to communicate with potential
investors and to provide a transparent vision
that clearly communicates the Grifters Mission
and Revenue Model.

WEB

TWITTER

GR IF TE RS OF F I C I A L. C OM

@G RI F TERSPROJECT

TELEGRAM

DISCORD

T.M E / GR I F T E R S OF F I C I A L

DISCORD WILL BE SET UP WHEN NFT
WHITE PAPER IS READY TO BE PUBLISHED.
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Each transaction will be taxed 10%.

Reflections
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20% will be allocated for Presale

50% will be allocated for Milestone
Burns and Swaps/Exchanges

20% will be allocated for Community

$0.0000000005
(Nine Zeros, 5)

10% will be allocated
for Marketing

Liquidity will be locked for
one-year after launch

Dev Team is Doxed
via Certik KYC

Registration will be submitted for both after launch
and expedited using a reputable service provider.
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Degen Project

Maximum

Bridge

This project is a Degen project
and was funded and built by
Degens to maintain the Degen
projects ecosystem.

No Max transaction. Max
wallet size will be 5% of
total supply.

The two chains will be
bridged the week of 02May-2022 using Everrise
Bridge ($RISE).

ETH

The token launch will take place on Thursday, March
24th, on Uniswap on the Ethereum network.
Contract Address, Token Symbol, and Launch Time will
be posted in the Grifters Community Telegram once
determined with the Dev and Advisory Team.
Chat will be muted within an hour of launch to prevent
malicious actors from spamming the chat with fake
contract addresses and honey pots.

BSC

The token launch will take place on Tuesday, April
7th, 2022, on Pancakeswap on Binance Smart Chain
($BSC).
The launch time will be posted in the Grifters Community Telegram once determined with the Dev and Advisory
Team.
Chat will be muted within an hour of launch to prevent
malicious actors from spamming the chat with fake
contract addresses and honey pots.
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Reflections

Grifter Redemption

Each buy and sell will distribute 3% in Reflections and reward long
term holders and investors with residual income and compounding
gains. Reflections encourage long term investment and sustainable
community growth.

Each transaction will distribute 3% to Grifter Redemption Liquidity.
GR liquidity will be used to fund LPs for relaunch of select projects
with appropriate community size, tokenomics, and project mission
that were rugged by nefarious devs. Grifters dev team will relaunch
contracts and support project team with additional mods, marketing, and project needs until such time as project is self-sustaining.
Grifters will receive 2% in project revenue for the life of the project.

Marketing

Development

Each transaction will distribute 3% to Marketing. Marketing will be used to facilitate relationships with influencers, investor outreach,
public relations, international exchanges, and
to scale outreach and investment.

Each transaction will distribute 1% to the Development Wallet for future phased development.
The development wallet will be used to facilitate development for growth and scalability of
Grifters Inu, and to add resources at appropriate times for Grifter Redemption projects.
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2
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